Site Design for Sidewalk and Curbside Shared Spaces

A  Sidewalk shared space
B  Curbside shared space
C  Compliant diverter (Minimum Dimensions 30"Hx12"Wx24"L)
D  Compliant traffic barrier (36"H - 42"H)
E  Minimum 6’ wide continuous clear path for pedestrians
F  Minimum 6’ between seating areas
G  Clear area beneath fire escape ladders
H  Sidewalk and Curbside space next to ADA blue curb must remain clear at all times
I  Curbside space approaching the intersection must be clear of any obstructions
J  4’ clear around a fire hydrant or fire connection
K  4’ clear within each end of the occupied curbspace
L  1’ clear between edge barrier and traffic lane
M  Minimum 2’ wide diverter at approximately 90 degrees flush with building
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